Meeting Minutes
Dec 10th, 2013
Corry Village, 5:30-6:30 PM

President
- Lead the discussion on Spring planning (mostly) and Format of Event request form

Treasurer
- Gave an overall idea of the amount of funding available to do different events in spring (Jan-June).
- Discussion under planning with Miguel for spring fling and movies under the star (mainly budget related)

Secretary
- Asked Mayors and other MC members to send the schedule to secretary for spring semester (by last week of December) so that a convenient meeting time can be decided ASAP.

Mayors
- Corry Village
  - VJ was away.
  - VJ submitted ERS for Hula and Pilates. Voting is on hold until new ERS is approved.
- Diamond Village
  - Lead the discussion on fitness classes (Yoga, Hula, Pilates, Zumba) to be arranged for next spring. 20 classes of each type could be done. Dari suggest each village will have one type of class and we need to make sure that there will be no overlapping with date and timing of fitness classes among different villages. Miguel asks all mayors to communicate with each other and the RDs on their plans.
  - Interest in Yoga and Zumba with the help of Ali and Uttam.
  - Mentioned about Welcome back Resident meeting in January??
  - Trivia night (one day event) can be organized in Diamond village with a different approach than previous year (may be something like couple team etc.).
  - Chess class or not? Mayors need to decide on schedule.
  - World Cup will be shown in Diamond in June.
- Maguire Village
  - Ali proposed the idea of showing more movies or some kids events (e.x. Capoeira) as it is very popular in Maguire. Need to consult with Lisa for contacts. Miguel noted the steep price of renting movies due to royalties and the option of using UF library
movies as a cheap alternative as long as it includes the education component required.

- Ali also gave the idea of some musical events (may be something like welcome back event in early January) and he will look for a good local band. Time-deadlines for signing contract were discussed.

- Ali will take ideas from Jason about the car maintenance program to be held in Maguire.

- **Tanglewood Village**
  - Heather was away.

- **UVS**
  - Uttam shared the demands of residents for having some activities for kids education, may be tutoring kids especially for Math/Science. Housing raised the concern of parents leaving their children, which is not allowed, if tutoring were to be offered. Miguel mentioned that SG funding does not allow us to focus on children, and as such the program must be offered to everyone.
  - While discussing about the team-based high challenge course, Uttam enforced the idea of having some educational events instead of movies when cost of organizing an event is a trade-off.
  - He also suggested to have some guitar classes. The previous paid instructor is not recommended by the previous board.

**Housing Updates**

- Jason mentioned previous events/program in spring such as spring fling, international festival and fashion show, car maintenance training (by UPD) etc.

- Patricia reinforced that if we want to have some events mayors always need to check with the respective village officers first and she also told that to show more movies in different villages there should have to be some educational aspects and we can look for some free movies in the UF library.